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As students, we know that teaching isn’t a mathematical problem where you dump a certain
amount of information from one brain to another. We learn best through teachers who care
beyond the classroom, and great students are a product of great teachers.
Amidst this slightly chaotic phase in the higher education system with most of the CSU
faculty possibly going on strike in slightly over a month, it’s especially important to remember
what it is that makes teachers such a significant facet in our university experience.
Most teachers impact our lives in so many small ways, it would be hard to attempt to pick
out exactly what it is they do that helps shape us into better human beings.
It seems like an equally difficult task to narrow down the thousands of educators we
encounter in a year to a notable few.
However, each year, San Jose State University honors its distinguished faculty members
through four faculty awards.
The four awards are the President’s Scholar, Outstanding Professor, Outstanding Lecturer
and Distinguished Service.
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The vision of
Envision 2040
By Rebecca Pirayou
Staff writer
Last Thursday, the San Jose City
Task Force held its fourth committee
planning meeting regarding Envision
San Jose 2040 where outrage struck
over future student housing projects.
Envision San Jose 2040 is a plan
that the City Council approved in
November 2015 to further develop
San Jose physically over the next
couple of decades in order to align
itself with its innovative reputation.
The General Plan states, “San Jose
will offer a wide variety of living and
working environments, continuing
to develop Downtown San Jose,
preserving and enhancing existing
residential neighborhoods and creating
new, vibrant Urban Villages.”
Thursday night’s meeting focused
on affordable housing policies and
the development of urban villages
which would consist of diverse,
average-density housing and up to
date public infrastructure.
Urban villages are being implemented
in order to accommodate the growing
population, as well as job growth which
go hand in hand.
“When someone comes in and says,
‘I want to build a signature project,’ all
they’re asking about is, ‘Okay what’s
the jobs number I have to hit?’” said
Michael Van Every, a member of the
Task Force.
The General Plan includes 12 major
strategies of the development plan,
one of them being the Destination
Downtown which primarily focuses
on the development of Downtown
San Jose.
The Task Force allotted time for an
informal public forum where people
who were not part of the committee,
but attended the meeting, were allowed
to ask questions and voice concerns.
“Our main concerns with Urban
Village concepts we have are with
resolution of traffic impacts that
will be created by these urban

villages,” said Christian Greco, board
member of the Winchester Orchard
Neighborhood Association.
This concern over traffic issues
correlates to the development of
further public transit, including the
expansion of BART and other mobility
projects, one which includes a bike
project that would also affect San Jose
State University.
The Land Use and Transportation
chapter of the General Plan says that
the city plans to implement a low-cost
bike program where bicycles will be
available for public usage.
These bicycle locations will be
by San Jose Diridon Station, SJSU
and other places well populated by
public transit commuters in order to
encourage commuters to use bicycles
as a main source of transportation,
limiting traffic.
One of the pressing topics of Envision
San Jose 2040 and Thursday night’s
meeting was affordable housing which
affects residential neighborhoods,
Downtown and SJSU students.
Jillian Hilbert, a member of the public
forum who lives in the Downtown
area, voiced her concern over signature
plans which would potentially be built
near her home where San Jose Medical
Center was formerly located. 171 units
would be built for students.
“171 students in one spot? I’ve been a
college teacher for 30 years and I can
tell you what’s going to go on there,”
Hilbert said
This was the fourth public meeting out
of six. The fifth will take place on March
24 at 6:30 p.m. at San Jose City Hall.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Luna y Sol host Banda
Night at San Jose State
By Samantha Verdugo
Staff writer
Grupo Folklorico Luna
y Sol hosted their fourth
annual Banda Night in the
Student Union Ballroom
Thursday night.
Luna y Sol de San Jose State
is a student organization that
is committed to promoting,
educating and preserving the
Mexican culture through a
Mexican folkloric dance.
Rafael Sario, President and
third year member of Luna y
Sol said this event originally
started as a fundraiser during
his freshman year of Fall 2013.
“It was much smaller the
first time around but with
time we got better at it
and now it’s grown into an

annual event,” Sario said.
“We upgrade every year.
We started with about 30
members in the fall of 2013
and now there is a little more
than 70 members.”
Juan Huerta, a graduate
student and third year
member, was the MC and
DJ Thursday night where
he promoted Luna y Sol for
new members.
“People think it’s all about
dance and folklorico and for
the most part it is but the
critical part is that we are
trying to make our culture be
represented at SJSU and we
are trying to make a positive
image for our culture and

make sure that it is respected
within our community,”
Huerta said.
Maria Martinez, a twoyear member and head of
the Banda Night committee
said that Luna y Sol has been
planning this since October
of 2015.
“Last year we sold 200
tickets and this year we
sold over 350 tickets,”
Martinez said.
Tickets were sold for presale online and at the door.
Luna y Sol advertised on the
jumbo screen in front of the
Event Center to reach out to
more than just SJSU students
and open their doors to the
San Jose community.
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CORRECTION

Follow Rebecca
on Twitter @chubecca17

On the 12th issue of the Spartan Daily, the lead of the top story describes Ruby
Bridges as the first African-American child to attend an all-white elementary school.
This is inaccurate. Ruby Bridges was actually the first African-American to attend an
all-white elementary school in the South. The Spartan Daily regrets this error.
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For Dr. Gwendolyn Mok, SJSU is just one of the many
places she’s been a part of due to her renowned musical
abilities. As a pianist, her talents have taken her around
the world, including Paris, London and Amsterdam.
She’s even been to Taiwan to teach.
Mok was selected by university faculty as the 2016
President’s Scholar and to her, that makes it even
more special.
“It’s the biggest award you can get as a faculty member
on campus,” Mok said. “The President’s Scholar is
very meaningful because the faculty are actually
choosing you. It’s not anybody else but your peers.”
Mok has been at SJSU since 2003, when she was
invited to teach part time. Three years later, she
became a full-time member of the faculty.
Mok, who is a professor and coordinator of Keyboard
Studies at SJSU, said seeing her students mature and
learn is something that brings her a tremendous
amount of joy.
“I’ve been the most proud to have the most
wonderful students that were genuine and want to

be here and work really hard,” Mok said. “I wouldn’t
trade that for anything.”
Mok, who’s built a memorable keyboard collection
which is located next to her office, is highly regarded
among other SJSU staff.
Dr. Kenneth Peter, who worked with Mok on the
Academic Senate and also won an award of his own,
said Mok is a valuable asset to SJSU.
“I’m a great admirer of hers,” Peter said. “She’s a very
special person and the university is extremely lucky
to have her.”
Mok said she focuses on helping all her students,
but said she mentors women especially.
“I think, you know, they need support as much as the
men, but they need my support,” Mok said. “I want
to leave behind a legacy for the students and for the
faculty. I’d like my students to continue on as great
teachers and to follow my footsteps.”

Presidentʼs Scholar

GWENDOLYN MOK
Dr. Kenneth Peter, who’s been at SJSU for 25 years,
is the winner of the 2016 Outstanding Professor
Award and will be honored at the 17th Annual
Faculty Service Recognition and Awards Luncheon.
A political theory professor for the College of Social
Sciences, Peter said winning the award is something
he appreciates.
“I’m very touched by the award, in large part because
students have a lot to say about this,” Peter said. “This
is an award about teaching students primarily and
that’s always been the love of my career.”
Danielle Lemi, a former student of Peter and a 2011
SJSU graduate, said that he inspired her to attend
graduate school.
“Dr. Peter is one of the most supportive professors
I have ever had,” Lemi said. “Dr. Peter often pushed
us to think more critically about material and
encouraged me to apply for graduate school.”
Peter said the university’s value of educating and
allowing teachers to teach played an integral part in
him working at SJSU.
After stints at well-known, top-tier universities, Peter

landed at SJSU and has enjoyed the atmosphere since.
“I’ve taught at Stanford [and] I’ve taught at Princeton,” Peter
said. “My students here do a better job of encapsulating
those dimensions of life that I teach about.”
Fatema Elbakoury, junior English major who’s had
Peter for class, as well as having sat in on his classes
as a Peer Mentor through Peer Connections, said
Peter is not like any other professor she’s had.
“I have yet to have another professor who cares as
much as he does about his students,” Elbakoury said.
“Being able to sit back and watch him operate as a
teacher was a wonderful experience for me because
I was able to observe his teaching skills and his
articulate language.”
Peter said that opening a student’s view is something
he stresses. Allowing them to see something old in
a new way, from a different angle is what he feels
rewarded by.
“It’s not that the world changes,” Peter said. “But
that the world changes with them.”

Outstanding Professor

KENNETH PETER
After 14 years at San Jose State University, Stephanie
Trewhitt will be recognized with the Outstanding
Lecturer Award on March 17 at the Faculty Service
Recognition Luncheon.
Trewhitt said Interim President Sue Martin
surprised her with a call and the news.
“I was surprised and honored at the same time,”
Trewhitt said. “There are many lecturers on campus
that deserve this award.”
A current lecturer for the Department of Biological
Sciences, Trewhitt spent a decade away from her
passion before returning to school.
After graduating high school at 16, Trewhitt said
she attended San Jose State with plans of becoming
a horse veterinarian, but was quickly overwhelmed
and left school.
For a decade she worked different jobs in
accounting and waste management in California and
Washington before realizing what she was doing was
not fulfi lling for her.
Her true passion, she said, is animals.

She returned to San Jose State, finished her
bachelor’s degree in 2000 and completed her master’s
degree in biological sciences in 2002.
Trewhitt thought she would be heading into a career
as a field researcher but instead dabbled in teaching
and developed another passion: helping students.
“It is really an award about the students,” she said.
“They’re the ones who matter.”
Trewhitt says she’s had around 1,000 students
roll through her classroom. She’s also been actively
encouraged by her department to continue field
research and to collaborate with others from different
departments. She’s shared her findings in the Journal
of Mammalogy and the Western North American
Naturalist.

Outstanding Lecturer

STEPHANIE TREWHITT
Southside Stockton is a place Maria Luisa Alaniz
holds close to her heart.
Alaniz spent her childhood in the small farming
community working for the United Farm Workers
(UFW), marching with Cesar Chavez and gathering
inspiration from the workers passing in and out of
the field office.
Though Alaniz, her mother and her two sisters lived
in a house without a foundation and had very little
money; however, she said she can’t imagine growing
up anywhere else.
“It made me who I am today,” Alaniz said.
Today she is a San Jose State professor in the
Department of Sociology and Interdisciplinary
Social Science, the Coordinator of the Social Science
Teacher Education program and a philosophy
doctoral degree recipient from Stanford University.
On March 17, she’ll add San Jose State University
Distinguished Service Award recipient to her list.
Alaniz said it is an honor that goes beyond the
classroom.
“What it means to me, is that as a teacher I’m not
just sharing content matter,” she said. “It means that
I’ve been able to reach the students. It’s always been
about the students for me.”
Married without kids, Alaniz considers all of her

students over her 27-year career at San Jose State
her children. She’s witnessed her former wide-eyed
pupils students transform into award-winning
superintendents, principals and counselors around
The Bay Area and Central Valley.
“And that’s the most rewarding part,” Alaniz said.
“I can’t imagine doing anything else.”
From a young age, her mother had only one goal
for Alaniz.
“Everyday she would tell me, ‘You’re not going to be
a field worker like me,’” Alaniz said.
That message never left her.
After high school in Stockton, Alaniz attended
Delta College and then transferred to San Jose State.
She earned her bachelor’s degree in social work and
psychology in 1978 and her master’s in counselor
education two years later before heading to Stanford
for her doctorate.
She taught her first class, a Mexican-American
Studies lecture in 1988 and never looked back.
“I didn’t want to get into teaching after school but
the passion grew,” Alaniz said.
Alaniz plans to retire in three years and says that
when that day comes it will be bittersweet.
“I love my job,” Alaniz said. “I just feel truly honored
to have my job.”

Distinguished Service

MARIA LUISA ALANIZ
By Nick Avila & Tony Nunez
Photos by David Schmitz
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Black History Month event hosted at MLK
ʻDestinyʼs Childʼ author Dr. Jewelle Gibbs elaborates on
the issues of at risk children
By Yousif Kassab
Staff writer
As part of Black History Month, MLK library hosted Dr.
Jewelle Taylor Gibbs on Feb. 25, sponsored by the Santa
Clara County Black Infant Health Program Advisory Board.
Gibbs talked about child development and her book,
“Destiny’s Child: Memoirs of a Preacher’s Daughter.”
Gibbs worked as a psychiatric social worker at Stanford
University, was a faculty member at U.C. Berkeley and has
now written five books.
“Destiny’s Child: Memoirs of a Preacher’s Daughter,” her
most recent book, is about Gibbs’ family history, spanning
over 200 years and stretches all the way back to the
Revolutionary War to her personal history.
Gibbs talked about the many things that affect a child’s
development and how not all factors are always taken
into consideration, such as the difference between at
risk environments and at risk children, transportation
and poverty.
“I think we should divert some of the money we use on
defense to building up the infrastructure in this country,
[to] providing opportunities for more jobs for people who
are unemployed,” Gibbs said.
According to Gibbs, families that live below the poverty
line can’t always afford a car, and are completely reliant on
public transportation, which isn’t always reliable.

with what Gibbs had to say.
“I thought she was delightful, and the information that
she provided was very pertinent for today,” said Alma
Burrell, an attendee.
Gibbs was able to describe in depth situations in ways
that everyone could understand.
“I was very surprised at the depth of knowledge that she
was able to convey to us,” said Paula Baker, a prevention
program analyst from the Center for Chronic Disease and
Injury Prevention.
Gibbs then opened up for questions before talking about
her book.
“It’s a book that covers my family history going back
eight generations. I did this genealogical research and
found out amazing things about my family,” Gibbs said.
Gibbs recounted her experiences with people who
inf luenced her, first to become a lawyer and then a
civil servant.
“Destiny’s Child: Memoirs of a Preacher’s Daughter” also
details her ancestry, such as one of her great grandfathers
being a soldier in the Civil War, and other ancestors who
fought in the Revolutionary War.
After concluding her speech, she let people come up
to her desk to buy and sign books, as well as have an
opportunity to talk to her personally.

Some of these problems are caused from a mix of poverty
and lack of public resources.
Gibbs said that the lack of recreational areas also
contribute to the problem. She said that teens will
sometimes get into trouble when there aren’t proper
facilities to have fun in.
Certain areas, called “health deserts,” are hard for
families to get healthy food for children. Places like 7-11
and McDonalds are the easiest places to get food, causing
health problems.
Child development is another big problem for AfricanAmericans, or any children, growing up in bad areas or
around bad families. Gibbs made it clear that “at risk
environments” and “at risk youths and families” are
different things, but they can overlap.
She explained that an at risk environment is a bad area
to be raised in and be around. An at risk child or family
is when the family is dangerous; it is especially bad for
children to be in. In both cases, Gibbs says that we should
help children out.
Gibbs talked about how we need to prevent these
problems, preferably before they start. Some of the
steps she mentioned were teaching healthy habits for
pregnancy, proper diet for children and promoting a
child’s self-esteem.
Some of the audience members were very impressed
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SJSU Pokemon Club
celebrates the seriesʼ
20th anniversary
By Casey Geier & Raymond Baltazar
Staff writers
SJSU Pokemon club members kicked
back in their seats with colorful Nintendo
3DS consoles clutched tightly. Collectible
Pokemon-themed 3DS models stood out
brightly in the room and showcased the
members’ love for all things Pokemon.
The SJSU Pokemon Club celebrated its
20th anniversary of Pokemon this past
Friday with food, a friendly tournament
and communal love for the game.
Approximately 30 attendees participated
in the 20th anniversary celebration of
“Pokemon.” Club members brought chips,
soda and cookies for everyone to share.
The club tournament held was “Gen 1”
exclusive. Players were only allowed to play
against each other using Pokemon from the
first generational games which were in 1996
in Japan. Participants used their computers
and a Pokemon emulator to battle each other.
According to Shayda Sophia, SFSU junior
communication studies major, the club also
followed the “Gen 1” rules for their friendly
tournament that day.
“We’re playing the rules that were popular
back then,” Sophia said. “The rules were dumb
and it was all luck-based and really broken,
but it was kind of silly and fun to watch.”
Khalia Zherine Flores, club president
and junior psychology major, said that
“Pokemon” games are the main source
of club members’ passion. She said most
of the club does not even like the anime,
which was released after the launch of each
generation of video games.
“When I play it (Pokemon), I feel like a
kid again,” said sophomore civil engineer
major Jerred Cayabyab. “It relieves stress
from school and I know Pokemon is always
there for me when I’m not my best.”
The winner of the tournament was club
member Manuel Saucedo, followed by
second-place winner Javier Ayala and
third-place winner Will Giallo.
Other than the tournament, the club was
also excited for the news that “Pokemon”

will release “Pokemon Sun” and “Pokemon
Moon.” The seventh generation of
“Pokemon” is scheduled for release on
Nintendo 3DS this year.
“Our Facebook page has been lighting up
with the new announcement of ‘Pokemon
Sun’ and ‘Moon’,” Flores said.
Other than the confirmed release of a new
generational game, the club was also excited
for the release of “Pokemon Go.” “Pokemon
Go” will take users across various realworld locations using GPS and include
trainer battles as well as trading pokemon
with other players.
“We’re really excited for ‘Pokemon Go’,”
Flores said. “‘Sun’ and ‘Moon’ just got
announced but “Pokemon Go” is what
everyone is waiting for right now.”
With the 20th anniversary, Pokemon plans
to have more news throughout the year.
“People can appreciate the changes
Pokemon games have made,” Flores said.
“New moves, new types and better graphics.”
The Pokemon Club started meeting
in the Student Union last semester, but
eventually attracted so many people that
they had to move to a larger room in
Boccardo Business Complex.
Flores said she started the club with only a
few friends, but the games are nostalgic for
people that grew up playing them, which
boosted the club’s popularity. The club even
has members from other schools.
Sophia became a part of the club since
the very beginning and joined because her
school did not have a Pokemon Club.
The club meets every Friday and provides
a place for like-minded individuals to just
stream movies, hang out and battle each other.
“As a psych major, I think it is really
important for people to belong somewhere,”
Flores said. “And that’s exactly what the
Pokemon club does.”
Follow Casey & Raymond
on Twitter @CAsey_geier
& raysremmurd
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“It’s a great turn out! It’s a great event! We just keep
getting bigger and bigger every year,” Martinez said. “It’s
amazing to see and meet new people at every event. Not
only is this a safe environment on campus but it’s fun and
you could even network with others.”
Banda Agave Azul, a Mexican band from Guadalajara
took the stage for the second time.
“Banda Agave Azul performed at last years event, which
we originally found on a YouTube video and they did such
a good job last year that we decided to bring them back
this year,” Martinez said.
Huerta said guests wanted more than just Banda music.
People requested and danced to Cumbia and Merengue,
both musical genres from other regions of Latin America.
The doors opened at 7 p.m., but the crowd began to
arrive around 8 p.m. just when the Banda arrived.
Agave Azul opened the show with a song from Ariel
Camacho as it was the one year anniversary of his death
Thursday night.
People danced all through the night with live music and
songs played from DJ Huerta.
Periodically throughout the night guests would all
participate in a Mexican “grito” that reverberated around the
entire ballroom.
The band invited the crowd to dance on stage with them
causing an ecstatic environment.
Banda Night had a large turn out, with SJSU students,
community members and families with their children all
dancing to different types of Latin music.
Luna y Sol not only dances on campus but they perform
their traditional dances at various events including,
birthday parties and weddings.
The group save their earnings to host events like Banda
Night for the community.
Martinez said Luna y Sol is not just for those of Mexican
descent, but it’s open and accepting to all cultures and
people in order to encourage diversity.
“Luna y Sol is open to everyone no experience is required,
but there are division levels of Folklorico ranging from
beginner, intermediate and advanced where you can be
placed based on your skills,” Martinez said.
Grupo Folklorico Luna y Sol will be performing at the
Warriors half time show for Latino Heritage Night on
Monday March 14 and will be hosting Noche Folklorica
on Saturday April 23 in the Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Check out the
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Follow Samantha on Twitter
@sammiespartan
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Crafted and cured
Bacon and Beer Classic at Leviʼs
By Nick Avila
Staff writer
make sure our brand got out there with
a lot of people. I think the most fun was
probably making a lot more connections
than I thought I would.”
To the left, guests were invited by
Armadillo Willy’s bacon mac and cheese,
bacon jalapeno donut holes from Psycho
Donuts and maple bacon ice cream from
Mission City Creamery.
If guests wanted beer, that wasn’t hard
to find either with Lagunitas Brewing
Company located in the United Club of
the stadium, as well as Ninkasi Brewery
and Devil’s Canyon Brewing Co.
After an hour and a half of exploring and
eating, the excitement, already at a high
level, was turned up a notch as the bacon
eating contest began. Competitors had to
eat 20 pieces of bacon as fast as they could.
Monty Chambers took home the title, as
well as a year’s worth of Hormel bacon.
“I had heard about [the contest] here so I
decided, ‘Why not try it?’,” Chambers said.
“It went pretty well, I won.”
Chambers said he plans to share the
bacon with “his people”, but for the rest of
the event’s attendance, they still had more
than an hour to get their fill of bacon.
Frank and Brittany Devine from Santa
Clara, who heard about the event via an
app called “Untappd,” where users can log
the beers they drink, said even with all the
time of the event, they weren’t able to get to
everything offered.

Nick Avila | Spartan Daily
Bacon eating contest participant enjoying his time while waiting for
the competition to begin at the Beer and Bacon Classic Feb. 27 at Leviʼs
Stadium.

“Even in three hours and basically
sprinting through everything, I still
missed some things,” Frank said. “I was
able to try 30 different beers and about 1015 of the food items.”
While the event was packed with people,
there was still plenty of room to move
through traffic and lines moved quickly,
even for the more established companies.
As the night winded down, the crowd
that had been so energetic began to relax
and enjoy their buzz with full bellies.
The circular tables in the United Club,
unoccupied for much on the night, began
to play the role of anchor for some patrons.
A night full of bacon and beer was exactly

as advertised and Pauline Razon, a food/
lifestyle blogger from San Mateo, said she
didn’t have much to complain about.
“Perfect for all beer and foodie lovers
who wants [sic] to try different types of
beer and weird sounding ingredients but
delicious food,” Razon said. “They’re never
gonna leave the event hungry!”
Contributions from Ryan Vermont
Follow Nick and Ryan on Twitter
@NickVanExelent and @Your_Pal_Ryan

Check out the
video on

This little piggy topped mac and cheese,
this little piggy topped a toffee cheesecake:
one thing’s for certain, no little piggy was
safe at the 2016 Bacon and Beer Classic at
Levi’s Stadium.
4,651 people attended the three hour
event and feasted on bacon adapted
creations and local craft beer.
The event was split into two sessions from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. for
general admission. VIP attendees were
allowed in an hour early before each session.
As guests walked up the steps to the
main concourse of the stadium, they were
greeted by Sideliners Brass Band and their
thundering music as well as an aroma of
cured pork belly.
With empty bellies and courageous palates,
those in attendance began their adventure.
To the right of the entrance, the outdoor
area was fi lled with plenty of delicious
treats, like egg and cheese pizza from
Sammy G’s, bacon banh mi bites from
Street Fusion Inc. and even cheesecake
bacon from Sweet Tooth Confections.
Beer from Kona Brewing and Carneros
Brewing Company was served as well.
Anthony Rodriguez, an assistant brewer
at Carneros Brewing Company, said the
event was something he was excited for
and he enjoyed visiting with guests as they
stopped by the company’s tent.
“We wanted to really spread our name,”
Rodriguez said. “We really wanted to

YouTube
Spartan Daily

Sounds of Samba come to Santa Cruz
By Justin Tonel
Staff writer
Sultry dances, sounds of samba and
Brazilian reggae flooded Moe’s Alley
on Saturday evening in Santa Cruz,
celebrating the upcoming Summer 2016
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro.
The Brazilian Carnaval, presented by
Aria Del Mundo and Native Productions,
featured performances by Namorados Da
Lua, Unidos Da Bahia and Pato Banton.
Moe’s Alley was the final leg of a tour of
events that began in Hawaii, stopped in
Los Angeles and culminated in Santa Cruz
to honor Rio de Janeiro as the host city.
“This is our third year in Santa Cruz. It’s
sold out, so it’s good!” Del Mundo said.
“We’re looking forward to Brazil. We’re going
to be there and it’s going to be amazing.”
Del Mundo said word of Carnaval
spreads every year as attendance
increases and hopes events like Carnaval
are meeting the community’s demand to
showcase the culture.
Brazilian Carnaval started as a way to bring
Brazilian music and dance across California.
The Brazilian Carnaval held its 32nd
annual event on Feb. 6 in Los Angeles.
The celebration in Santa Cruz was its third
year in Northern California.
Brazil’s Carnaval is an annual festival
held between the first Good Friday and
Ash Wednesday during the 40-day
period before Easter, which marks the
beginning of Lent.
Depending on when it falls, Carnival
Sunday is exactly 49 days or seven

weeks before Easter Sunday, according
to the Spring Equinox.
The first records of carnival festivities in
Rio de Janeiro date back to 1723, according
to Ipanema. Monica G. Navarro, event
promoter and cousin to Del Mundo, spoke
of the impact of Carnaval.
“Tonight is significant because it allows
Brazilians to present their music and
culture to us in Santa Cruz County because
we probably won’t go to Rio,” Navarro said.
Guests gathered around the center stage
clad in masquerade masks and boas as
Namorados Da Lua, “Moon Lovers”
in Portuguese, performed songs like
“Bailrae” and “Deixa.”
Feathered samba dancers electrified the
dance floor as attendees moved in tandem
to the upbeat rhumba.
“It was really fun,” said lead singer Lucas
Damasceno of Namorados Da Lua. “It
was our second time being out here in
Santa Cruz. The Bay Area is good. It’s very
diverse thanks to the culture and music.”
The band is currently working on a new
song entitled “Ciranda” and will perform
at La Playa in Berkeley on March 11.
“It’s sold out, so it is good. Every year
has been sold out,” said Del Mundo
about Saturday night’s attendance.
The Carnaval expected upwards of 200
people to come out.
Follow Justin on Twitter @Justin_Tonel

Meditation in honor
of Susan OʼMalley
By Daphne Morales
Staff writer
On Feb. 25, 2015, curator and artist Susan
O’Malley passed away unexpectedly at
age 38. She was pregnant with twin girls,
Lucy and Reyna, and died just a week
before her due date.
Last Thursday, the Institute of
Contemporary Arts (ICA) held a special
guided meditation tribute in honor of the
San Jose native.
O’Malley was a former curator at the ICA
for five years. She had many close friends
and colleagues who attended the guided
meditation tribute in order to get in touch
with their innerselves.
Kim Allen, guided meditation teacher,
volunteered to host the meditation
after hearing about O’Malley’s story
and speaking to the ICA’s Development

Director, Sarah Dragovich.
The ICA provided blankets to make
O’Malley’s family and friends feel relaxed
and comfortable. As the tribute began,
guests sat on the floor and got into a
comfortable position.
“Settle in, free yourself internally and
know that this is just a time when you can
let go into whatever you’re experiencing
as you recall Susan and anything that is
unfolding for you [...] This is just a place
where we can be together and be with her,”
Allen said as she got ready to begin.
Allen shared many phrases O’Malley
mentioned in her upcoming book
“Advice From My 80-Year-Old-Self.”
One of those phrases was, “Just sit back
and enjoy the ride.” She also mentioned

“Namorados Da Lua opens the night at Moeʼs Alley, warming up crowd to
electric sounds of samba and reggae on Feb. 27 at the Santa Cruz Carnaval.

Justin Tonel | Spartan Daily
Guests were encouraged to purchase masks to get into the Carnaval
spirit at Moeʼs Alley in Santa Cruz.

that O’Malley encouraged everyone to
practice compassion, and that it started
in their own heart.
While Allen was sharing many of
O’Malley’s infamous quotes from her book
and from people who knew her, O’Malley’s
friends and family began to get emotional.
As guests invited O’Malley into their
internal space, they were welcomed to
share any memory they shared with her
or simply anything that popped into their
head when they thought of her. Family and
friends began to express their memories
“popcorn style.”
Toward the end of the meditation, Allen
shared more quotes and personal opinions
on the idea of life.
“She was clear. She said, ‘your life is
precious’. Partly things are precious
because they’re temporary. Would flowers
be as beautiful if they lasted forever?”
Allen said.
Kathy Cordova, O’Malley’s high school
teacher said, she remembered her because
of her great involvement at her high school.
She also mentioned O’Malley had a spark

of life that later let her to become an artist.
Cordova mentioned the way O’Malley’s
death changed her perspective on many
things.
“Her death was kind of a turning point
for me, to see someone so vibrant have
their life end the way it did,” Cordova
said. “So in this past year I’ve really tried
to change my own life to be more like
some of the things she called for. To really
appreciate the people around you and to
really appreciate the beauty in life.”
Cathy Kimball, Executive Director of the
ICA, said she was the first curator of the
ICA and O’Malley did an amazing job for
the five years she was there.
“She was also a working artist and
eventually, in 2012, wanted to dedicate
full time to her art. [She] went on to do
those amazing projects around the world,”
Kimball said.
O’Malley touched the lives of many people
and will continue to live through them.
Follow Daphne on Twitter @glitzydaph
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Trump exposes ugly truth
BY Jeremy Cummings
Contributing writer
I wanted to avoid writing about Trump as long as possible, but I can’t help it anymore. It has gotten too real. It
was all fun and games at first, but now that he’s won a few
primaries, there is a significant chance that America
will elect President Trump.
Trump is an enigma. On one hand, he’s a
loud, crazy racist who will probably bankrupt our country and start World Wars III
through VII if he’s elected. On the other
hand, he might be one of the best things
to ever happen to America.
In a very perverse way, Trump has done
America a great service by revealing just
how many racists and bigots are U.S. citizens
Trump’s vile rhetoric about Muslims and Latinos
seems to have made his supporters comfortable with voicing their extreme biases in public.
Some of the videos from Trump rallies were shocking
enough already. It shook me to my core when I saw Trump
supporters assaulting a black protester while chanting, “All Lives Matter” and the now-standard, “Trump!
Trump! Trump!”
Now there’s a video of a Confederate flag rally that
spontaneously transformed into a Trump rally when

Peyton is not
the Man(ning)
you thought
BY Casey Geier
Staff writer
Coming off a Super Bowl victory, Peyton Manning has
been in the news recently for things other than football.
Manning was involved in a sexual assault case with Dr.
Jamie Naughright, head trainer of the football team, in
1996 while Manning was the starting quarterback at the
University of Tennessee.
According to Shaun King from New York Daily News,
Naughright was an “esteemed professional, widely
admired by students and peers alike” at the University
of Tennessee. She worked as the director of health and
wellness at the university for 10 years prior to this incident and got a Ph.D. from the University of Tennessee in
Health Education and Wellness.
Naughright said in a 74-page court document written
in 2001, that while she was examining Manning’s knee
for a possible stress fracture after a game in 1996, he
moved to the edge of the bed and “forcefully maneuvered
his naked testicles and rectum” directly on her face with
his penis on top of her head.
Mike Rollo, Naughright’s boss and head trainer, heard
of the incident and “allegedly conducted a story that
Manning actually pulled his pants down to moon another student-athlete, Malcom Saxon,” according to New
York Daily News. Saxon was a member of the track team,
and the only other witness of what happened between
Manning and Naughright.
Saxon refuted this and expressed his feelings in a letter
he wrote to Manning. “First, I have stuck to my same story
throughout this drama ... I told Mike Rollo the next day
and Coach Fulmer a week or two afterward … I stuck to
the truth and lost my eligibility for it.”
Saxon was acquitted from the university’s track and
field program shortly after the incident. Saxon wrote a
letter to Manning a few months later.
Saxon wrote “Peyton, you messed up…Please take some
personal responsibility here and own up to what you did.
Jamie is a great trainer…Your celebrity status doesn’t
mean you can treat people this way.”
Naughright settled with the University of Tennessee
for “$300,000 over the sexual assault case and left the
university in 1997 after signing a confidentiality agreement in 1997,”according to The Assault Claims resurface
Against Peyton Manning from The Atlantic. This would
not be the last time Manning heard from her.
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supporters plopped down some Trump 2016 signs
right next to that treasured symbol of southern pride
and racial oppression.
It’s scary to see that we share a country with all of
these people, but I’ve had a glimmer of hope in my heart
through all of this. I’ve been trying to convince myself
that Trump is just playing crazy and he’s
secretly working for the Clintons to make
the Republican Party look bad.
I’m still praying that at the last
second he decides to ditch the
GOP and run as an independent. He would steal all of
the really extreme rightwing voters from the Republican candidates, thus
weakening their chance
at election and making a
Democratic victory far more likely.
I despise the prevalence of the twoparty system. All it does is generate rhetoric that
tears apart our country and blinds us to the true intentions and actions of our government. I’ve been waiting
my whole life for the election cycle where a third party
candidate came out of the woodwork and swept the nation into a frenzy. Though, I would have never guessed
that the third-party candidate might hijack one of
America’s two major parties.
Trump could be the end of the two-party system’s
unequivocal importance in presidential elections. Trump

“

is not a Republican. The few vague political stances he’s
taken, such as his “let’s deport everyone and build a wall”
immigration policy, have often been criticized as extreme
and unrealistic by mainstream Republicans.
Trump supporters are not mainstream Republicans
either. They are a whole new entity, an entirely new
breed of unabashed racism and vitriolic hate: Trumpublicans.
Trumpublican voters were probably
like me, in a way, for the past decade or
two. They probably supported Republican presidential candidates because
there was no viable alternative who
truly had the same beliefs and goals as
them. Just like I’ve supported people
like Obama who are the closest thing to
my real beliefs.
Donald Trump is more than just having a strong personality and a bad haircut. He is the
leader that an apparently huge demographic in America
has been waiting for.
That a new political party might rise from the ashes of
this year’s election seems almost guaranteed to me. The
Trumpublicans have spoken, and the same old republican politicians just aren’t cutting it anymore. As much as
I wish it wouldn’t be a party of angry, violent racists, I’m
genuinely glad we might see some change.

Trump has done
Trum
America a great
Ameri
service by revealing
just how manyy racist
and bigots aree here.
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Little Blue Soldier will run every other Tuesday.
Follow Jeremy on Twitter @Jeremycummings3

Naughright’s career took an exciting turn as she served
is allowing Manning to assume no responsibility.
as the head athletic trainer for the U.S women’s track and
But the real question is why this incident hardly saw
field team in the Beijing Olympics in 1998. She had put
the light of day until just recently. According to New
the assault case behind her, but the Mannings could not.
York Daily News, “USA Today obtained 74 pages of court
In 2001, Peyton Manning and his father Archie pubdocuments on Peyton Manning, Archie Manning, the
lished a book, thanks to ghost writer John Underwood,
University of Tennessee, and Florida Southern College
that mentioned Naughright having a “dirty mouth.”
that revealed allegations of a sexual assault case, cover-up
Naughright then sued Manning for defamation, and a
and smear campaign.”
court hearing took place.
Yet, USA Today never released the documents when
The judge asked Manning to name a specific incident they received them in 2001. In fact, before the informawhere she used vulgar language. He said, under oath, dur- tion on this incident resurfaced, the only article about
ing the team’s trip to Virginia, Naughright said to him, the allegations was from USA Today in 2003.
“These motherf------are yours. Get these motherf------ off
If social media was as popular as it is today, this incimy hands for awhile.”
dent would have blown up. The public would have
Geno Devane, a medical student at the Univerlearned what happened before the media.
sity of Tennessee, was asked at the trial if this
Sports Illustrated did not publish anything
occurred. “I can assure you that I would reabout Manning’s case because it would
member. I would have been very upset if
make the company look bad if their star
that occurred.”
was suddenly accused of assault and lied
Devane said that any sort of vulgar lanabout it.
guage coming from Dr. Naughright would
What would happen to jersey sales and
have been “completely out of character…
sponsorships if the NFL’s “golden boy”
She was always very professional around
was exposed for this?
me and other student-athletes.” Naughright,
Athletes generate so much revenue and are so
being as professional as she was, did not seem
well-known that their word is more powerful than
like a person that would use the f-bomb to describe her anyone else’s.
students. Whether Manning lied or not did not matter
I wish I could see Manning as this inspirational athlete
because the case ended in 2003 with another settlement.
that people admire. Heck, I did for many years while
But all the money in the world could not restore Naughgrowing up.
right’s reputation. She was working as a trainer for Florida
After seeing all the lies he made to retain his image, and
Southern College at the time, and the controversy surthe reputation of a much respected Olympic trainer he
rounding what Peyton and his father said led to her getting
destroyed, I cannot let myself be blind on what kind of
fired once more. She has not worked in athletics since.
man he actually is.
Why is the word of an athlete more powerful than
someone with a Ph.D.?
Follow Casey on Twitter @casey_geier
Th is incident has cast a completely new light around
the two-time Super Bowl champion. A once squeaky
clean athlete, the face of the NFL for years and spokesperson for companies like
Papa Johns and Nationwide is a lot less transparent than the public and
media think.
Arizona Cardinals head
coach Bruce Arians spoke
FOLLOW US @SPARTANDAILY
in Manning’s defense last
week. According to CBS
And post a comment with #spartandaily
Sports, Arians said, “If
we’re all going to get nitpicked for what we did in
SUBSCRIBE TO US
college, we’re all in trouble.
We all did things in college,
For Campus Voices, Campus Minute and Daily Videos
when we were growing.”
This is a terrible excuse.
Manning forcefully put his
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
genitals on a woman’s face.
If I did that to my boss at
spartandaily@gmail.com
the movie theatre, I would
be in jail right now. Arians
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BASEBALL

SJSU canʼt catch its rhythm against LMU
By Rebecca Pirayou
Staff writer
The Spartan lost the series against the Loyola
Marymount Lions during a tense ninth inning to end
Sunday’s game.
SJSU suffered a loss the first game and gained a
win the second game, but ultimately could not take
the series.
The team lost the first game of the series on Friday
night after falling in a run heavy fourth inning, ultimately defeated in the eighth and ninth innings and
ending the game 13-4.
Saturday’s game put the team at a tie for the series
when they beat LMU 8-5.
The Spartans took the lead in the first inning during
Sunday’s game. Head coach Dave Nakama said that
their loss started in the third inning.
“We had second and third, nobody out and struck
out twice and then scored,” Nakama said. “We only
scored one in that inning and should have scored
twice. I think those two situations cost us the game.”
There was an apparent shift in morale from Friday’s
game to Sunday’s game and sophomore infielder David Campbell attributes that to the confidence carried
over from Saturday’s win. However, that shift did not
benefit them at the end of Sunday’s game.
“Late in the game, I think we just got complacent
instead of taking advantage of the opportunities,”
said Campbell. “We kind of sat back and took advantage of our lead and didn’t really try to capitalize on
all our opportunities.”
The team’s lead during Sunday’s game dwindled
after a strong first inning. The Spartans were able to
score another run in the third inning, but ultimately

fell short when LMU caught up and surpassed the
Spartans in the ninth inning.
“We came out swinging at first and then we
kind of dropped off and we’ve gotta back up
Brownie. He’s throwing really well up there and
we’ve gotta back him up at bat,” said freshman
catcher Brendt Citta.
Sophomore pitcher Matt Brown, known as
“Brownie” to his teammates, pitched five and a
third innings, giving up seven hits and three runs.
“We’re doing a better job throwing strikes and
not walking guys,” said Nakama about the team’s
pitching improvements. “Except for that last inning when we hit a guy to lead off that inning and
he ends up scoring. But, in all, we’ve done a better
job with that.”
Nakama said the team hit better during the latter
two games and their defense improved throughout
the series.
Junior outfielder Brett Bautista took the lead in
hits this weekend with six out of 12 at bats.
“No matter who we play, it’s just play better baseball and we did that. We’re starting to do that, but
we just gotta fi x a few things and a few plays we
don’t execute,” Nakama said. “We’ve just gotta do a
better job with that. We’ll be alright.”
The Spartans will take on the University of the
Pacific in their next home game March 2 at 6 p.m.
Follow Rebecca on Twitter
@chubecca17

Quincy Bouldin | Spartan Daily
SJSU pitcher Matt Brown held LMU to one run through the
ﬁrst four innings; however, Brown and the Spartan pitching staﬀ couldnʼt hold on and gave up three runs late.

SPARTANS REACH OUT

SJSU football tackles
Wipeout Cancer event

Spartans
Online

By Melissa Hartman
Staff writer
Caroline Lee had no idea she would be
diagnosed with cancer two years after
winning her episode of the game show
“Wipeout” in 2010, but it changed her life
and her community for the better.
Taking time from work to recover, she
could have looked at the world in a harsh
light. Instead, she took her experience of
having cancer and turned it into something positive by creating Wipeout Cancer, a nonprofit organization whose goal is
to raise $50,000 in five years.
Lee said the money goes to Cancer Carepoint, a local organization that provides
services to cancer patients.
In addition, $50,000 is the prize Lee
won from her episode “Wipeout,” and
cancer survival rates are measured in
five-year increments. With the support
of her community and her yearly Sports
Day for Charity events, Lee has raised her
goal amount in three years and still has
much to do.
Lee says that when she was diagnosed,
it limited her athletic abilities which are
an important aspect of her life. She did
gymnastics at UCLA, where she met SJSU
head football coach Ron Caragher and his
wife Wendy.
“It dawned on me that kids who have
cancer are going to have the challenge of
not being able to jump into AYSO or Little
League,” Lee said. “But at the same time,
they need to get out there and play.”
She said that her friendship with the
Caraghers and the convenient location
of San Jose State University made for the
perfect place to hold the Wipeout Cancer
event, which was held at Spartan Stadium
on Saturday morning.
“It’s a perfect matchup, and I say this
because the players here are very compassionate and have all been touched by cancer,” Lee said. “They know the hardships of
this and have been through this.”
Caragher said that his team has been
directly affected by cancer in discussing
the Cure Bowl that SJSU defeated Georgia

State in December.
“Before we even went to Orlando, I asked
the team how many in the room had family
members affected by cancer and just about
every hand went up,” Caragher said. “I left
this as a strictly volunteer opportunity and
we had 20 players come and participate.”
Families were just as much a part of this
day as the kids were, as siblings and parents were also invited to come take part
free of charge.
Jimmy and Kristine Dworkin were on
the sidelines at the event, watching their
children, Lyndsey and Philip, participate
in each activity. Lyndsey was diagnosed
with a rare brain tumor at age 12. She has
been put in the category doctor’s call “surveillance,” but her family said they are still
cautious of her health.
This is not Lyndsey’s first time meeting
athletes as Comcast SportsNet featured a
video in which the San Francisco Giants
let her throw the first pitch at a game. It
was also the game that Brandon Belt took
notice of Lyndsey’s strength and named
her “his good luck charm,” hitting a home
run in her honor.
Still, the Dworkins are thankful for
Wipeout Cancer and the opportunity it
gave their children and the support it has
given the family.
“[The organizers] were the first ones to
see Lyndsey in the hospital after her surgery, so they have a special bond,” Kristine
said. “I just watched her run and catch a
football, something we came too close to
not seeing again.”
Something that the Dworkins and all
Wipeout Cancer volunteers wanted to
communicate is that childhood cancer research is a worthy cause that is not given
as much attention as it deserves. To learn
more about supporting the organization,
visit http://www.wipeout-cancer.org/.
Follow Melissa on Twitter
@melhartsyaa
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BUILDING TOWARD
THE FUTURE
By Ryan Vermont and Kavin Mistry
Staff writer and executive producer

It may seem like a stretch to see
this season as a major step in the
right direction for the men’s basketball team, but there have been
major improvements.
Coach Dave Wojcik, in his third
season as the head coach of the
Spartans, is finally getting a taste
of what the future will hold for the
Spartans.
Freshmen forwards Ryan Welage
and Cody Schwartz are becoming
an integral part of the basketball
team’s turnaround and are making
an immediate impact on the team.
“Coming in, you knew nothing
was guaranteed, no starting spot
or whatever, but I thought I had a
good chance to contribute a large
part for four years,” Welage said.
The Greensburg, Indiana native
Welage is indeed contributing in
his first year with the team averaging 10.7 points, 5.4 rebounds
and 1.3 assists per game through
28 games.
Welage
said the
biggest
difference from
the high school
level to college
level is the athleticism of the opposition.
“Guys are flying
everywhere,” Welage
said. “You really either
gotta dunk it or use the

really good people that I want to
be around for my four year basketball career.”
Coach Wojcik was more than
happy to have the big man on his
roster; Swartz is a versatile player that he can use as a post-up
man or to shoot a clutch three in
crunch time.
“Cody Schwartz is a four star
kid,” Wojcik said. “They have never had a four star kid.”
Through 28 games played in
which he has started 23, the high
profile forward is averaging seven
points along with 2.9 rebounds
and one assist per game. He noted
the step up in competition.
“In high school people were
smaller and I could get to the basket more easy. But now I’ve been a
spot up shooter, I want to change
that, ” Schwartz said.
Early on in the season, it was
the older players on the team that
were handling most of the load,
but as the season has moved forward the younger
men have taken
some of the pressure off the veterans.
Both
players
pointed at senior
Frank Rogers as
their leader and
mentor for them this
season to help ease
the freshman into

the fast paced realm of college
basketball.
“They are only going to get better as they keep gaining experience,” Wojcik said. “So other guys
are looking up to them, saying
hey when we need a basket or we
need a rebound or stop, they are
the guys.”
Wojcik said he believes these guys
will be an important piece in the rebuilding process going on at SJSU
with the basketball program, and he
is excited with how quickly they are
learning the college system.
“They have progressed tremendously from the beginning of the
season to now,” Wojcik said.
The biggest struggle for the
freshman has been adjusting to
the college level and balancing
classes with games. Both players
said they now know what it takes
to succeed.
“Once they got adjusted from
the time management to deal
with academics to the conference
schedule, they are just growing up
quickly,” Wojcik said.
The moral of the team is high
and, despite the record of 8-20,
the Spartans are showing signs of
improvement and are becoming
stronger and stronger.
Follow Kavin and Ryan on Twitter
@kavinm95 and @your_pal_ryan
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shot fake otherwise they are just
gonna block it.”
There were multiple reasons he
chose SJSU to continue his basketball career rather than other schools.
“My teammates here, I love all of
them and I knew that [from when
I first] got here,” Welage said.
“Coach Woj (Wojcik) did a great
job selling the place and he made
me want to come here and be
apart of it and I have no regrets.”
Schwartz, the four star rated
recruit from West De Pere, Wisconsin, has put up solid numbers
himself during his first year on the
college level with the Spartans.
“I was really into all sports: basketball, football and baseball,”
Schwartz said. “I think my dad
introduced me to basketball and I
really loved playing that as a kid.”
After a horrific 2015 season which
the Spartans finished 2-28 (0-18 in
conference), it would seem strange
for a highly rated recruit to
choose to play at SJSU,
but Schwartz saw positives and potential in
the program.
“When I made my
visit, Coach Wojcik
seemed like a great
coach
and
always
has his players’ back,”
Schwartz said. “And
hanging out with
the guys here, they
seemed great and

Combine 3’s made
this season

SCHWARTZ
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